Abstract
Large-scale functional connectivity dynamics 165 To investigate the underlying differences in dynamic functional connectivity (FC) between 166 the perceptual categories we computed the global coherogram during /ta/ and /pa/ perception. during /ta/ (p = 0.07) and /pa/ perception (p = 0.13) at +450 ms AV lag ( Figure 2J ).
215
In rare perceivers, Silvermann"s bootstrapping test revealed significant bimodal peaks only 216 during /ta/ perception at 0 ms AV lag (p < 0.05) ( Figure 2H ). There were no significant Figure 2L) . Importantly, the bimodal peaks during /ta/ perception at 221 0 ms AV lag were clustered around delta (1-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz) and gamma (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) .
222
Notably, a desynchronization in the alpha band was observed in rare perceivers ( Figure 2D , 223 H, L) across all AV lags and perceptual categories.
225
To further understand if these frequency specific coherence differences contingent on the 226 stimulus configurations, we computed the global coherogram and time averaged global 227 coherence during congruent /ta/ in frequent and rare perceivers and compared them using 228 cluster based permutation tests (Figure 3) . 
). Conspicuously, the global coherence distribution for the congruent /ta/ in frequent and 235 rare perceivers followed a similar pattern ( Figure 3D ). gamma band in SC range however, a distinct peak around alpha band is not clearly observed.
Source analysis reveals cortical areas participating in functional connectivity dynamics

307
Any other model configuration is not able to create the co-existence of alpha and gamma Our empirical results suggest that negligible alpha coherence is a hallmark of rare perceivers.
321
Since, direct A-V interaction generates a peak around alpha coherence ( Figure 6 322 of alpha band coherence became a group-labeling attribute for perceptual categorization.
379
Furthermore we find that across trials, the pattern of coherence dynamics determine the trial-380 specific perceptual outcome. Finally, using computational models of interactive large-scale 381 brain networks, we capture the neural mechanisms through which coherence dynamics evolve 382 in the brain. Put together, we present an attractive mechanistic proposal that underlie the 383 observed inter-individual and inter-trial variability in multisensory speech perception. /ta/ and /pa/ are plotted, we could identify a high degree of similarity with the sensor space 487 results ( Figure 4B-G) . Even though the exact spectro-temporal boundaries were slightly 488 different, the overall pattern of results of enhanced gamma coherence and decreased alpha 489 coherence at zero AV lag, and broadband coherence for ±450 ms AV lag was observed.
490
Crucially, the major overlap of cortical sources across frequent and rare perceivers pinpoints rendered into an 800 x 600 pixels movie with a digitization rate of 29.97 frames per second.
598
Stereo soundtracks were digitized at 48 kHz with 32 bit resolution. Presentation software
599
(Neurobehavioral System Inc.) was used to present the stimulus videos using a 17" LED 600 monitor. Sound was delivered using sound tubes at an overall intensity of ~60 dB.
601
Experimental design
602
The experiment was divided into three blocks. 
620
EEG Data processing
621
In the preprocessing step, the acquired EEG data was filtered using a band pass of 0.2-45 Hz. explicitly (Maris et. al., 2007; Kumar et. al., 2016) . filter we evaluated the sources separately for /ta/ and /pa/ employing ft_sourceanalysis.m.
709
The difference in the source power between /ta/ and /pa/ were consequently compared by 710 taking the ratio of the source power of /ta/ and /pa/. Finally, the grids eliciting power above 711 the 99.5th percentile were identified as sources and were interpolated onto the constructed 712 template for illustrative purposes. 
Where L: A, V and AV for auditory, visual and audio-visual areas that are driven by a projections of MGN to pSTS were found to be sparse (Yeterian & Pandya, 1989) . Therefore, Only when visual node is source and auditory node is the sink (as in our model), we observe co-existence of alpha and gamma band coherence in moderate coupling range. A)-F) and H) Exploration of various coupling scenarios to identify if it is possible to generate alpha and gamma coherence in moderate coupling range.
